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Abstract
In this work the influence of stripping/cooling atmospheres used after withdrawal of steel sheet
from Zn or Zn-alloy melt on surface properties of Zn (Z) and Zn-Al-Mg (ZM) hot-dip galvanizing
coatings has been studied. The aim was to understand how the atmosphere (composed by nitrogen (N2) or
air) affects adhesion strength to model adhesive and corrosive behaviour of the galvanized substrates. It
was shown that the surface chemical composition and Volta potential of the galvanizing coatings
prepared under the air or nitrogen atmosphere are strongly influenced by the atmosphere. The surface
chemistry Z and ZM surfaces prepared under N2 contained a higher content of metal atoms and a richer
hydroxide density than the specimens prepared under air atmosphere as assessed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The induced differences on the microstructure of the galvanized coatings played a
key role on the local corrosion induced defects as observed by means of In situ Atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Peel force tests performed on the substrates coated by model adhesive films indicate a higher
adhesive strength to the surfaces prepared under nitrogen atmosphere. The obtained results have been
discussed in terms of the microstructure and surface chemical composition of the galvanizing coatings.
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1 Introduction
Hot-dip galvanized steel is widely used as a structural material for various applications including
complex shapes and structures like in car bodies. In the latter various metallic parts are traditionally
joined by point welding or fastening. Recently the adhesive bonding is growing as an alternative joining
technology especially in the case of multi-material structures. It offers important benefits such as good
mechanical properties, additional stiffening effect, and reduction of galvanic corrosion between the joined
parts [1]. However, de-adhesion or delamination of the adhesive joint may occur when exposed to a
corrosive environment. De-adhesion is a consequence of the degradation of the polymer-metal interface
[2]. The damaged interface may easily stay unnoticed due to the complexity and high cost of the
techniques available for the inspection of adhesive joints. The consequences of the degradation of
adhesive joints can be more structurally deleterious than the corrosion degradation of painted metals due
to the loss of mechanical integrity of the joint.
Therefore it is important not only to ensure the high adhesion strength between the metal surface
and an adhesive layer but also guarantee the durability of the joint under corrosive environment. The joint
performance in terms of adhesion and durability relies heavily on the surface chemistry of metal
substrates as well as the characteristics of the interface between an adhesive and the metal surface.
Targeted pre-treatments on galvanizing coatings such as substrate cleaning or application of adhesion
promoters may improve the adhesion strength to organic matrixes [3,4]. The surface properties of zinc
galvanizing layers may also be modified during the galvanizing process [5].
In the hot-dip galvanization process a ferrous substrate is immersed in a bath of molten zinc or
zinc alloy at around 450°C. During immersion the metal piece is covered by a layer of zinc with Fe-Zn
phases closer to the interface. The formation of the latter can be inhibited by adding typically 0.1-0.3
wt.% of Al to the galvanizing bath. Iron diffusion to zinc is inhibited by Fe2Al5 intermetallic layer which
improves the performance of the galvanized coating [6,7]. In the last decades various zinc coatings
containing Al and Mg additions or other coatings based on Al alloys have been developed as promising
substitutes to common zinc galvanizing coatings. Such coatings present better properties compared to
conventional zinc hot-dip galvanizing ones [8-10]. Among these one can mention the superior corrosion
protection in environmental corrosion tests. Such behaviour is obtained due to the specific microstructure
of the alloys obtained during the galvanizing process. The operating parameters of the galvanizing
process such as the bath temperature, dipping time, line speed can be optimized to control the efficiency
of the zinc coating formation during the immersion step [11]. After the dipping process the thickness of
the galvanizing coating can be controlled by the stripping (air knife wiping) process. In this process
wiping dies remove an excess of liquid zinc metal from the surface with a gas stream. After the
galvanization is complete the substrates are subjected to either cooling or additional heat treatment.
The composition of the gaseous mixture during the stripping or cooling processes may affect the
surface oxide film chemistry and the microstructure of the galvanizing layer. Consequently, the different
chemistry of the surface oxide films and zinc coatings microstructure may affect the adhesion properties
and corrosion performance. Adhesion strength at metal - adhesive interface is mainly governed by the
adsorption theory taking into account the intermolecular contact between atoms. This interaction can be
produced through van der Waals, acid-base and covalent interactions [12]. The latter largely contribute to
the adhesion strength due to the high energy of the formed bonds. In the adhesion process both substrate
and adhesive chemistries including the hydroxyl content [13], functional groups and surface oxide
thickness [14] are important.
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The composition of the galvanizing bath mainly determines the coating microstructure [15].
However, air knife wiping, cooling process, bath temperature and the time of immersion can also affect
the coating microstructure [16,17]. This is in turn influences the susceptibility to corrosion and the
localized corrosion behavior of the galvanized layer due to the existence of phases, which have higher
activity than the zinc solid solution [18]. When a galvanized layer is covered by an adhesive (or organic
coating) the localized corrosion process at adhesive – metal interface may largely contribute to deadhesion process [19]. Therefore, the understanding of the local corrosion phenomena on zinc galvanizing
coatings is required for prediction of a possible de-adhesion tendency in adhesive joints.
The knowledge of the factors affecting surface chemistry, microstructure and corrosion behaviour
of zinc galvanizing coatings is important for improving the adhesion strength and inhibiting or delaying
the de-adhesion during ageing in a corrosive environment. The aim of this work was to study the surface
and electrochemical properties of steel galvanized with Zn and Zn-Mg-Al alloys prepared in a hot-dip
galvanizing simulator. In particular the effects of stripping/cooling atmospheres on the surface chemical
composition, the localized corrosion susceptibility and the adhesion strength to a model adhesive were
investigated by means of spectroscopic, microstructual, electrochemical and mechanical techniques.
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
Zinc galvanized samples were prepared in a hot-dip galvanizing simulator at Salzgitter
Mannesmann Forschung GmbH. A 0.8 mm thick steel sheet of grade S320GD was used as substrate. Two
galvanized coatings were produced: a common hot-dip layer with around 0.3 wt.% of aluminium (Z), and
a coating containing around 1 – 2 wt % of Al and Mg (ZM). The thickness of the produced coatings was
around 25 µm. The thickness was adjusted by a high pressure gas stream (stripping process) which blows
excessive zinc off the galvanized surface. After this process the coated steel sheets were cooled at the
same cooling rate. Ambient air and nitrogen (N2) atmospheres were used in the stripping and cooling
processes. Two extreme conditions were used: stripping – N2 and cooling – N2 (samples Z(N2) and
ZM(N2)) and stripping – air and cooling – air (samples Z(air) and ZM(air)).
The galvanized samples prior to the studies were cleaned sequentially in Acetone, 2-propanol and
absolute ethanol solvents in ultrasonic bath during 10 min in each step, then dried and stored in a
desiccator.
Ultrapure Millipore™ water >18 MOhm.cm was used for preparation of 5 mM NaCl (99.5 wt.%
purchased from Aldrich) solution having pH around 6.
2.2 Techniques
XPS: X–ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to study the influence of stripping and cooling
atmosphere treatments and ageing process on the surface chemistry of Z and ZM. X–ray photoelectron
spectra were recorded with an Omicron ESCA+ System (Omicron NanoTechnology GmbH, Germany),
utilizing a Al Kα X–ray source and a spot diameter of 600µm, with a step size of 0.05 eV at a constant
pass energy of 25 eV and a base pressure of < 2·10–9 mbar. The take–off angle was set to 60° with respect
to the surface plane. The spectra were fitted with the CASA XPS software using a Shirley background
and a mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian fitting for the peak shapes. For the quantification, relative
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sensitivity factors supplied from Omicron GmbH were implemented in the CASA XPS database. All
spectra were calibrated using the C1s peak (binding energy (BE) = 285 eV) as internal reference.
SEM/EDS. Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) studies of
surface microstructure and elemental composition were performed by FEG SEM system Hitachi SU-70
with accelerating voltage 25 kV.
AFM/SKPFM. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Digital Instruments NanoScope III system with
ExtenderTM Electronic Module was used for the acquisition of topography and Volta potential maps on
the polished adhesive-zinc-steel cross-section and polished zinc plane surface. Topography was acquired
in tapping mode when the tip was in intermittent contact with the substrate. For the Scanning Kelvin
probe force microscopy (SKPFM) measurements AFM was operated in the interleave mode with two pass
scans. The first pass acquired the topography of the surface. During the second scan the tip was lifted up
from the surface by 100 nm and the ac voltage of 5 V was applied between the tip and the sample to
induce oscillations of the cantilever. Using a nulling technique, the Volta potential difference between the
sample and the tip was measured over the whole surface to obtain the map of the Volta potential
difference (VPD). Topography and VPD maps with surface area 20 by 20 µm were obtained. For all
SKPFM measurements, silicon probes covered with Cr/Pt layers were used. Measurements were
performed at around 23±1 °C and 55±3 % RH. Volta potential values of metal substrates are presented
versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). For that firstly VPD potential of a pure Ni surface was
measured [20], then the VPD vs. Ni ref. was converted to SHE potential using the calibration data from
[21].
SKP. A custom made height regulated scanning Kelvin probe was used to analyse the induced
changes in the oxide chemistry of Z and ZM samples prepared under different stripping and cooling
atmospheres. The experiments were performed under high humidity (>90 % RH) and the interface
potentials were referenced to Cu/CuSO4 electrode prior to the measurements. The Volta potential values
were reported vs. Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE).
Electrochemical measurements. DC polarization measurements were performed using a Gamry
potentiostat PCI4. A three-electrode cell consisting of a working electrode galvanized steel with an area
of 1 cm2, Pt spring counter electrode with surface area about 2 cm2 and a reference saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) combined with a Luggin capillary. The potential was scanned at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s
in the range from -0.15 V to 0.30 V vs. open circuit potential (OCP). Prior to the DC polarisation
measurements OCP data were collected for 30 minutes.
AFM in situ measurements. Pico LE AFM microscope was used for in-situ measurements of
galvanized surfaces during immersion in 5 mM NaCl. The AFM was operating in AAC-mode (semicontact mode). A preliminary topography was acquired in air to select a place for in-situ investigation. Insitu measurements were performed in a liquid cell consisting of an O-ring firmly pressed against a flat
sample. The formed pool had a volume of around 0.6 ml. AFM measurements started after the electrolyte
was injected in the liquid cell. AFM was operated in semi-contact mode in liquid, which allowed to
minimize the tip-sample force. The resonance peak of the cantilever during the in-situ mode was around
120-150 kHz. The samples after measurements were rinsed with deionized water and then the water from
the surface was carefully soaked by filter paper. In the end the samples were dried in a flow of warm air
and stored in a desiccator.
Peel force setup. Metal samples of a size of 30x50 mm were cleaned according to the above
mentioned cleaning procedure. The left and right hand sided areas of the sample (long side) were covered
in about 0.5 cm with one layer of Magictape and two layers of Tesafilm above each other. An additive4

free epoxy-amine hot curing adhesive based on epoxy resin D.E.R 331 P (Dow Chemicals) and amine
hardener (Jeffamine D400) was used as an adhesive and was applied to the metallic alloy substrate
forming a polymeric film. The used adhesive (2.25 g DGEBA, 0.75 g DGEPG, 1.02 g Jeffamine) was
degased for 2 h, applied upon the non-covered metal under nitrogen atmosphere (<10 % RH) and was
dried for 30 min at room temperature and cured for 2 h at 130 °C. The samples before testing were kept
during 1 day of exposure at 40 °C and RH > 95 %. The standalone films were tested on a 90° peel-test
setup. The device consisted of two parts namely: a force gauge model ZP-5, Imada, Tokyo, Japan which
was used to detect the peel force, and a motorized peel tester MV-220 Motorized Test Stand, Imada,
Tokyo, Japan moving at a speed of 5 cm/min.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Surface chemistry characterisation by XPS
The surface chemistry of the Z and ZM samples prepared under different stripping atmospheres
was investigated by means of XPS analysis. The survey spectra of Z and ZM galvanizing coatings
confirmed the presence of C, O, Zn, Al on the surface, whereas Mg was additionally found on ZM
coatings. Figure 1 presents high resolution XPS spectra of C 1s O 1s, Zn 2p and Al 2p core level spectra
acquired on Z(N2) sample and Mg 2p for the ZM(N2) sample as an example. The C 1s core level spectra
can be fitted with three different contributions. The contribution at lower BE (binding energy) (≈284.5
eV) corresponds to C-C aliphatic species, whereas the contribution at 286 eV is assigned to C-O and C=O
bonds. The contribution at higher BE (≈288.0 eV) is associated to COO- species. The O1s core level
group can be also fitted with three contributions. According to the literature, an excellent fitting was
obtained with symmetric components of equal full width at half maximum separated by 1.2-1.4 eV. The
contribution at lower BE (≈530.5 eV) corresponds to the oxide lattice of the coatings. The contribution at
531.8 eV is assigned to the presence of hydroxides on the surface coatings and the contribution at higher
BE (≈533.2 eV) is associated to the formation of a carbonate ad-layer on top of the coatings. The Al 2p
core level can be described as single or double doublets which may reflect two different oxidation states
of the Al. Thus, the doublet located at 72.1 eV corresponds to metallic aluminium Al(0), whereas the
doublet at higher BE (≈74.5 eV) is assigned to oxidized aluminium species Al(III). The Zn 2p3/2 core
level can be also fitted with two different contributions which reflect different oxidation states. The
contribution at lower BE (≈1020.8 eV) corresponds to metallic zinc Zn(0) whereas the main contribution
at 1021.8 eV is assigned to oxidized zinc species Zn(II). The Mg 2p core level is fitted with only one
contribution centred at 49.5 eV which is assigned to oxidized magnesium species Mg(II) [22].
Table 1 represents the metal ratio of the coatings prepared under different stripping conditions.
The analysis of the metallic species distribution on the surface indicates that Z and ZM samples surface
has high Al and Mg (only in case of ZM) concentration compared to Zn (Table 1). The XPS analysis of
the Z samples prepared under air conditions, revealed an Al/Zn ratio of ~18, whereas this ratio is about 9
on Z(N2) sample (Table 1). The higher Al/Zn ratio can be related to the preferential oxidation of
aluminium in air and faster diffusion of Al to the surface, in contrast to the lower ratio that might be
explained due to the suppression of Al diffusion to the surface during the solidification of the galvanizing
coating in nitrogen atmosphere. The XPS analysis of the ZM samples prepared under different stripping
conditions revealed a similar surface chemistry. The Al to Zn ratio of the ZM air sample is ~14 and is
slightly raised up to 16 when manufactured in N2 conditions. The Mg to Al ratio remains constant (~0.6)
on both ZM surfaces. In the ZM specimens there is no significant enrichment or depletion of any
elements during the solidification of the alloy. Preparation in nitrogen conditions reduces considerably the
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amount of oxidized species on the surface resulting in thinner oxide passive films as follows from the
higher ratio of metals to oxygen species.
Table 2 presents in more details the chemical species compositions on Z and ZM samples
prepared under air and N2 stripping and cooling atmospheres. It can be seen that the surface chemistry of
Z and ZM samples and the nature of the passive layer were strongly influenced by the stripping
atmosphere. For instance, the surface of the Z(air) specimen was covered by an Al-Zn-oxide layer which
was partially hydroxylated (having OH- groups). The Zn was detected as oxide and as metallic
contribution as well (Table 2). Under N2 conditions, due to the non-oxidative atmosphere during the alloy
solidification, a significant amount of metallic Al was detected which suggests a thin oxide layer covering
the galvanizing coating. Moreover the hydroxylation degree was also higher on Z(N2) sample. In the case
of ZM specimens prepared in air conditions, a mixture of hydrated carbonate ad-layer covered the outer
surface as reflected by the higher content of CO32- species. The ZM specimens prepared under N2
conditions show a higher metallic contribution for Al and Zn, suggesting a thinning of the passive layer
during the solidification of the alloy coating. On the surface of both ZM samples Mg seems to stay in the
oxidized form. The passive layer on the surface of ZM(N2) is higher hydroxylated than on the ZM(air). In
general terms, the use of a non-oxidative atmosphere during the alloy solidification process results in the
formation of a thinner oxide layer on the galvanizing coatings surface.
3.2 Surface characterisation by electron microscopy and EDS
Figure 2 presents SEM and EDS maps of Z samples prepared under air and nitrogen conditions.
SEM images of both Z samples reveal the grain microstructure where intergranular zones were clearly
visible (Figure 2a,d). Such clear grain structure was achieved in the course of solidification during the
hot-dip galvanizing process. The grain size ranges from 20 to 100 µm in the case of the Z(air) sample. As
revealed by the EDS mapping (Figure 2b,c) the grain boundaries contained a higher concentration of
aluminium and oxygen compared to the bulk grain composition. The microstructure of Z(N2) sample
revealed a noticeable difference (Figure 2d). The grain structure is characterized by irregular long grains
with the size ranging from 150 to 400 µm (Figure 2d). EDS mapping analysis of the surface did not reveal
the defined segregation of Al and O at grain boundaries but an homogeneous distribution of these
elements along the surface (Figure 2e,f).
In the galvanizing process zinc solid solution grains start to grow when temperature reaches
419°C [11]. The maximum solubility of Al in zinc (beta) phase is 1.2 wt.% at eutectic temperature
(382°C). Al solubility decreases till 0.03 wt.% at room temperature. The segregation of Al and O in grain
boundaries of Z(air) sample may be explained by excessive oxidation of Al in air atmosphere. During the
cooling process aluminium oxide may segregate in grain boundaries zones due to lower miscibility with
zinc matrix. On the other hand in nitrogen atmosphere such process does not occur and Al distributes
more equally within the zinc matrix.
Figures 3 presents SEM and EDS maps of ZM samples surface prepared under air and nitrogen
conditions. SEM micrographs acquired on ZM samples (Figure 3a,d) do not show well defined grain
boundaries as in the case of Z samples. The surface of both ZM samples shows zinc solid solution rich
islands about 10-20 µm in diameter (Figure 3a,d). ZM(N2) surface shows more round and confined
islands compared to ZM(air) ones. Zinc rich islands are surrounded by binary and ternary eutectic phases
containing Al, Mg as can be distinguished from the EDS maps (Figure 3b,e). The distribution of Mg and
Al looks similar on both ZM samples surfaces. The oxygen EDS maps show several regions with high
oxygen concentration compared to the surrounding matrix. Such areas may have a thicker oxide film
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(Figure 3c,f). The composition of the binary and ternary eutectic phases can be described by MgZn2, Zn
and Al phases as it can be deduced from the phase diagrams of Mg-Zn and Zn-Al equilibrium diagrams
and XRD measurements (not shown) [11,23]. Mg2Zn11 phase which can be found in Zn-Mg alloys [24]
has not been found in ZM samples. In general the phase composition and microstructure of ZM(air/N2)
samples is similar to those found in other reports indicating MgZn2, Zn and Al phases [25,26]. Moreover
there is no defined influence of the atmosphere during the galvanizing process on the microstructure of
the galvanizing coatings.
3.3 Surface characterisation by AFM, SKPFM and SKP
Surface analysis of Z and ZM samples by AFM/SKPFM is presented in Figure 4. AFM maps were
acquired on the surface containing grain boundaries in order to locate possible heterogeneous properties
of passive surface oxide film or changes in elemental distribution on the surface. SKPFM analysis of Z
samples surface revealed high VPD on grain boundary zones (Figure 4 b,d). Bulk grains, however, show
a more uniform distribution of Volta potential on the surface of both Z substrates. Such results agree with
the microstructural and EDS analysis performed earlier (Figure 2). The accumulation of Al and O
elements and other impurities in grain boundaries is reflected in well-defined VPD increase at Z(air)
sample grain boundaries (Figure 4b). VPD analysis of Z(N2) sample also shows the increase of VPD at
the grain boundaries (Figure 4d). The maximum VPD difference between grain boundaries and matrix
can reach values up to 160 mV and 90 mV on Z(N2) and Z(air) samples respectively. Although the Al
accumulation has been preferentially found on Z(air) samples, the VPD increase may be also affected not
only by Al and O but by impurities segregation as well. The average level of VPD on Z(air) surface is 0.63 V which is higher compared to VPD level on Z(N2) sample i.e. -0.85 V (Table 3).
In contrast to Z samples, VPD distribution on ZM samples is different. First of all the grain
boundaries between zinc solid solution and eutectic phases are not clearly defined on the topographical
maps (Figure 4e,g). Moreover, there was no clear distinction between the zinc solid solution regions and
eutectic phases on SKPFM images (Figure 4f,h). VPD maps show different zones with high (bright
zones) and low (darker zones) Volta potential on the surface (Figure 4f,h). Such places may have
different surface oxide composition and distribution of Zn, Al and Mg elements on the surface. The areas
with lower VPD could be attributed to regions with contribution from Mg containing phases, while the
zones with higher VPD could be ascribed to the places where the oxide film is thicker. The high
heterogeneity of the surface is also reflected in average VPD values of ZM(air) and ZM(N2) samples
which are -1.11 V and -0.76 V respectively (Table 3).
Complementary to the SKPFM experiments, SKP measurements were performed on Z and ZM
substrates prepared under different stripping conditions. Figure 5 shows the SKP line scans for all
systems. The Z specimens prepared under air atmosphere reveals a higher VPD (-0.77 V) than the Z
specimens prepared under N2 atmosphere (-0.89 V) (Table 3). SKP line profiles indicate quite a
homogeneous potential distribution and thus the surface oxide composition on Z samples. Differences in
the VPD within the grain boundaries could not be resolved due to the limited lateral resolution of the SKP
technique. The Kelvin Probe potentials values found for both ZM(air) and ZM(N2) were around -1.26 V
and -1.16 V respectively, which is significantly lower than for the Z specimens. Such trend is attributed to
the presence of Mg oxide within the surface. In addition both scan lines yield high deviation of Volta
potential values which differ up to 200 mV along the whole scan, pointing towards the heterogeneity of
the surface regarding the oxide chemistry. As observed by means of the SEM the distribution of the
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different elements on the surface of the Z specimens were more homogenous than for the ZM specimens
where eutectic phases and Zn-rich islands were found.
As seen in the listed VPD values in Table 3, despite the different scale resolution, the results
obtained by means of both techniques correlate quite well. The main changes in the Volta potential can be
ascribed to variations of the surface chemistry of metals. Among the factors which may affect the VPD
one can name the following: oxide thickness and nature, corrosion products films, oxide films from high
temperature oxidation, water adsorption and different amount of hydroxyls groups [27-29]. The
differences in the VPD for the Z samples prepared under air and nitrogen conditions can be explained in
terms of a thinner oxide for the Z(N2) sample (Table 2). Besides, the oxidation of the metal surface at
high temperature often results in increase of the Volta potential of the surface due to charge injection into
the oxide film [28]. The more negative values found for the ZM samples are consistent with the presence
of Mg oxide. The latter has been identified by XPS analysis on ZM samples (Table 2). VPD is shifted
accordingly to cathodic direction due to different electronic properties of MgO compared to ZnO [30].
The decrease of VPD to more cathodic potentials was clearly shown by Prosek et al. [31]. It was shown
that the surface SKP potential progressively drops in humid air from -0.55 V vs. SHE on pure zinc
surface to around -0.9 V vs. SHE on Zn4Mg alloy surface which was covered by MgO [31]. ZM(N2),
despite the thinner oxide film, shows a higher Volta potential (Table 3). This deviation can be explained
by the higher density of hydroxyl groups which may increase the VPD on the surface as was reported by
Ozkanat et al. [29]. In addition the differences regarding the hydroxides and carbonate groups
concentration (Table 2) may have an impact on the deviation of the VPD found.
Chemical and electronic properties of the galvanizing surface depend on the atmosphere in which
the coatings were produced. The main changes between the samples were attributed to the different
hydroxylation degree, metallic to oxide ratio and presence of various oxides on the surface. Also the
different chemical composition was correlated with Volta potentials of Z and ZM samples. It is
interesting that the Volta potential of Z(air) was higher than Z(N2), however the trend was opposite for
ZM(air) and ZM(N2) samples. The chemical composition of the surface oxide films is expected to impact
the adhesive properties of the galvanizing coatings to model adhesive films.
3.4. Adhesive properties
In order to get a better understanding of the adhesive properties of the Z and ZM specimens 90°
peel test experiments have been performed. Before testing, samples were aged for 24 h at a temperature of
40 °C and RH > 90 %. Figure 6 shows the peel force of the Z and ZM specimens prepared under different
stripping and cooling atmospheres. The Z(air) and ZM(air) surfaces yield a peel force value around 0.1
N/mm. The Z(N2) surface yields a value around 0.25 N/mm, whereas the ZM(N2) yields a peel force 0.75
N/mm. In general, the samples processed under nitrogen atmosphere show higher peel force when
compared to the samples processed under air atmosphere.
In order to understand these results, the Z and ZM samples were exposed to similar aging
conditions as the specimens coated with the adhesive. Table 4 summarizes the elemental composition and
different species ratio for the Z and ZM samples prepared under different stripping conditions after the
ageing process. The aging process in humid atmosphere leads to the oxidation process of metallic surface.
Indeed the XPS spectra acquired after the aging demonstrate an increase of oxygen species and a total
depletion of metallic species on the metal surface (Tables 2 and 4). In particular, Z(N2) and ZM(N2)
samples demonstrated a higher growth of oxide species (Ox) on the surface after the aging process
compared to air treated samples (Table 4). Initially the samples prepared in nitrogen atmosphere have a
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lower oxide film thickness and a higher metallic content. During the ageing process metal is converted to
oxides/hydroxides. The hydration of the oxide layer during the aging is detrimental because the resulting
metal-hydrates generally exhibit very poor adhesion to their base metals [32].
The adhesion strength of the adhesive film to the surfaces is mainly driven by the formation of
strong chemical bonds between the adhesive and the surface. As observed by Valtiner, the direct
formation of coordinative bonds between carboxylic groups and Zn metallic atoms resulted in increase of
the adhesion force [33]. In the case of the fully hydroxylated surface, the binding via hydrogen bond is
most dominant. However, under humid or corrosive condition, the coordinative bonds are much more
stable than the ones based on hydrogen bonds [34]. In addition the formation of a carbonate ad-layer
(CO32-) on the surface may be deleterious for the adhesion performance between epoxy and metal surface.
Thus, the surface chemistry of the coatings plays a major role on the adhesive strength. As discussed
previously, the processing under nitrogen lead to a higher M0/Mn+ ratio and consequently thinner oxide
film on the alloy surface as well as differences in the hydroxide/carbonate growth on the surfaces. Thus,
the formation of coordinative bonds between the epoxy functionality and the rich metallic interface of the
coatings prepared under N2 atmospheres is likely, leading to an enhancement of the adhesion strength. In
the case of the coatings prepared under air atmosphere, the surface chemistry of the alloys results in the
development of a thick and fully hydroxylated surface which has a negative impact on the adhesion of the
epoxy adhesive.
It needs to be stressed that the obtained results may not be completely valid for industrial
applications. Firstly, the storage conditions of galvanized steel in industry are different. Secondly, before
adhesive joining a pre-treatment or a conversion layer is applied onto a galvanized surface. Such
procedures may change the surface properties of the galvanizing coatings and adhesion towards organic
layers. Hence, the observed difference between the samples produced at different stripping atmosphere
can vanish. Therefore, the subject studied in this paper presents an interest primarily for academic
research.
3.5. Electrochemical studies
Figure 7 presents OCP and DC polarisation measurements on Z and ZM galvanized samples
immersed in 5 mM NaCl solution. OCP evolution shows minimal difference between Z and ZM samples
(Figure 7a). ZM samples presented a lower potential (≈ 20 mV) during the first 2 hours of immersion than
Z samples. The lower OCP value is also reflected in the DC polarisation curves where the corrosion
potential obtained for the ZM samples is lower than that of Z one (Figure 7b). A similar trend was also
observed for the measurements conducted in 0.05 M and 0.5 M NaCl solutions (data not shown). As
reported by Hausrand et al., the MgZn2 phase has lower OCP with respect to pure Zn solid solution [35].
Therefore the lower potential of ZM sample can be associated with the presence of Mg rich phases on the
alloy surface. At longer immersion the OCP evolution shows a slight increase of ZM potential and
decrease of Z samples potential. The difference between OCP of both systems is small about 10-20 mV.
Such difference could be caused by preferential corrosion of Aluminium and Magnesium containing
phases and enrichment of the surface by corrosion products.
The DC polarisation curves were recorded after 30 min during which the corrosion potential was
stabilized. Polarisation measurements present the initial corrosion activity of the zinc alloys. The used
time is consistent with the time frame of in-situ studies. DC polarisation curves show significant
difference in corrosion activity between Z and ZM samples. The cathodic portion of the curves shows the
higher rate of oxygen reduction process on both Z samples compared to ZM ones (Figure 7b). Prosek et
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al. also reported lower cathodic currents on Zn-Al-Mg alloys [35,36]. Most likely the difference is related
to the surface coverage by different oxides. It is known that ZnO has semiconducting properties and a
lower band gap than MgO [37]. The higher band gap energy might reduce electron transfer from the
semiconductor to adsorbed oxygen species therefore reducing the kinetics of the oxygen reduction
process [30,38]. In both cases we see a diffusion plateau of oxygen reduction and the difference in
diffusion currents can be related to more difficult diffusion of oxygen towards the metal surface because
of the oxide film on ZM samples. Anodic polarisation curves of Z samples did not show the formation of
a passive region. ZM samples revealed a small though noticeable current increase at around -0.86 V
(Figure 7b) which may be associated with the development of pitting corrosion. This potential is more
positive than the pitting potential reported for MgZn2 phase [39]. Therefore it can represent the pitting
potential of the zinc matrix. In general, Z samples show higher electrochemical activity and have several
times higher currents compared to ZM ones. However, it seems that the stripping and cooling
atmospheres do not significantly affect corrosion of Z and ZM alloys at early stages of immersion.
3.6. Localized corrosion
Localized corrosion susceptibility of Z substrates was investigated by AFM in situ during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution. A metal surface containing grain boundaries and bulk grains was
selected for the analysis given the fact that grain boundaries have higher VPD than the base Z alloy
matrix level. The high VPD difference between impurities and metal matrix may create local galvanic
coupling and promote local corrosion attack [20]. Thus studying the corrosion behaviour of an area
containing different electrochemically active regions is important for understanding the local corrosion
phenomena.
Both Z(air) and Z(N2) samples have demonstrated similar patterns which involve the localized
corrosion at grain boundaries as the starting point on both substrates. Two different examples of localized
attack are presented herein. Figure 8 presents AFM topography maps acquired on Z(air) sample at a zone
containing grain boundary before immersion and during immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution. The metal
surface started to dissolve immediately after immersion in the electrolyte. It can be seen that the grain
boundary was subjected to localized corrosion attack which expanded to the surrounding metal matrix
during the longer immersion time (Figure 8b,c). The optical image of the surface taken after 15 min
immersion revealed a number of dark areas highlighted by contour lines (Figure 8d). These dark areas are
mostly located on grain boundaries zones which preferentially dissolve during immersion. It confirms that
the corrosion starts at grain boundaries and then spreads along the grain boundaries and to bulk grains at
longer immersion time (not shown).
Similar to Z(air) the localized corrosion at grain boundary has been found on Z(N2) sample. In
addition to the localized attack, grain boundary zones have demonstrated a different behaviour. Figure 9
presents AFM topography maps acquired on a grain boundary of Z(N2) sample before immersion and
during immersion. As observed in Figure 9 after a short immersion time corrosion products appear on the
grain boundaries of the Z(N2) sample (Figure 9b). Similar to what has been found earlier optical image
acquired during initial immersion showed well visible black regions residing at grain boundaries (Figure
9d). Black areas correlate with corrosion sites preferably subjected to anodic dissolution. The corrosion
zones spread to the surrounding zinc solid solution zones. At longer immersion time all the surface was
corroded (Figure 9c).
Localized activity of both ZM samples is different compared to Z ones. Figure 10 presents AFM
topography maps acquired on the surface of ZM(air) sample before immersion and during immersion in
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NaCl solution. The initial AFM map presents an area which is preferentially occupied by ternary and
binary eutectic phases (Figure 10a). During immersion the surface was quickly covered with small
corrosion precipitates having the height up to 250 nm (Figure 10b). RMS roughness of the surface
increased from 26 nm to around 70 nm after the first 12 min of immersion. Such corrosion products are
most probably formed as a result of fast corrosion process involving Al and MgZn2 phases [18,40,41].
Initially bright zinc galvanizing coating develops a dark shade which is shown on the optical image
(Figure 10d). The dark aspect suggests that the metal surface has been subjected to corrosion. During the
first hour of immersion the topography did not show deep localized attack (not shown). The surface
topography map after approximately 2 hours of immersion revealed a uniform corrosion products layer
consisting of round shaped corrosion precipitates (Figure 10c). Both ZM(air) and ZM(N2) samples during
immersion develop a surface corrosion film unlike the Z samples that show a significant localized
corrosion attack (Figures 8,9).
Although ZM samples do not have well distinguished grain boundaries a local corrosion attack
also occurs on eutectic phases. Figure 11 presents AFM topography maps and optical image acquired on
ZM(N2) sample during immerison. The metal surface contains binary eutectic phase (#1) in the middle
surrounded by ternary eutectic phases (#2) as highlighted on the topography map (Figure 11a). Optical
image acquired after 20 min of immersion reveals several black areas which may be correlated with the
development of corrosion activity and precipitation of corrosion products (Figure 11d). After 40 min of
immersion, a pitting corrosion was detected over the surface indicated by arrows (Figure 11b). After an
additional hour of immersion a clear dissolution zone has developed in the place of eutectic phases
(Figure 11c). In situ AFM experiments show that local corrosion attack may develop on MgZn2 eutectic
phases during immersion. Since the electrochemical activity of MgZn2 phase is higher [35] than the Zn
solid solution it can be expected that the phase will be subjected to localized corrosion during immersion.
Local in-situ measurements contribute with the important information on the location of the first
corrosive attacks on Z and ZM substrates. Both air and N2 treated samples demonstrate similar behaviour
suggesting that the atmosphere during galvanizing process does not significantly affect the samples
localized corrosion. It has been shown that grain boundaries on Z sample are weak spots for the initial
local corrosion initiation. Moreover corrosion product precipitates may selectively deposit on the grain
boundaries. This behaviour is perfectly correlated with the SKPFM measurements presented earlier which
show a higher VPD on grain boundaries zones. VPD maps predicted possible localized corrosion
susceptibility of grain boundaries and localized in situ measurements allowed to observe their attack. ZM
samples showed local corrosion damage which was mainly originated on MgZn2 phases. However, the
localized attack and surface corrosion on ZM sample in general seems to be less aggressive compared to
Z one.
3.7. Microstructural analysis of samples after immersion in NaCl solution
Since the samples prepared under air and nitrogen atmospheres demonstrate similar degradation
behavior, an in-depth microstructural analysis of only Z(air) and ZM(air) surfaces after corrosion has
been performed. Figure 12 shows SEM micrograph and EDS elemental maps and spectra aquired on
Z(air) sample surface. The zone where in-situ AFM measurements were performed ealier (Figure 8) is
highlighted on SEM micrograph (Figure 12a). After immersion the surface is extensively corroded. Grain
boundaries reveal a significant corrosion, and the surrounding zinc grains show visible dissolution. EDS
maps show Al, Zn, Fe, O and Cl signals after corrosion (Figure 12b,d,e,f). The increase of Al content may
be explained by preferential dissolution of a more active element (Zn) from the solid solution and
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accumulation of aluminum corrosion products on the surface [41]. EDS analysis can acquire the
characteristic X-ray signals of elements from a depth about several micrometers depeding on the electron
beam energy. When a zinc coating becomes thinner due to dissolution, electrons penetrate deeper and
EDS may detect the signals from Al5Fe2 intermetallic barrier layer located at the iron-zinc interface. This
may also explain the higher Al content. A significant dissolution of galvanized layer unveils steel
substrate which explains Fe peak detected by EDS analysis (Figure 12f). The presence of oxygen and
chlorine on the spectra clearly indicates a corrosion products film formed on the surface. Similar results
were observed in the Z(N2) sample after immersion (data not shown).
The corrosion induced damage of ZM samples is different compared to the Z samples surface.
Figure 13 shows SEM micrograph and EDS elemental maps and spectra aquired on ZM(air) sample (as
an example) after immersion. The square area on Figure 13a corresponds to a zone where in situ AFM
measurements were performed. SEM micrograph shows round bright areas corresponding to zinc solid
solution islands surrounded by eutectic phases (dark places) (Figure 13a). Despite visible corrosion
attack, the main microstructural feautres of the galvanizing coating were still visible. However, both
eutectic zones and Zn-rich islands were corroded. The characteristic features of ZM samples corrosion are
a noticable increase of aluminum signal (Figure 13b,f) and depletion of Mg (Figure 13e,f). MgZn2
containing eutectic phases dissolve during immersion which explains the changes in Mg content. EDS
spectra indicate a growth of oxygen and chlorine signals after immersion which is associated with the
presence of corrosion products (Figure 13d,f). In addition, Fe signal was not detected by EDS analysis
revealing a lower dissolution rate of ZM samples compared to Z ones.
The above results show that Z galvanized coatings demonstrate a higher corrosion damage
compared to ZM ones. The zinc galvanized coatings of Z samples are subjected to severe localized attack
which proceeds down to the steel substrate. Whereas the ZM samples show a more general dissolution
which stops at some point most probably due to the formation of a dense corrosion products film. This
film is enriched in Al as was found out by EDS analysis (Figure 13b,f). In literature the formation of
corrosion products films enriched in Al is attributed to enhansed corrosion resistance of ZM galvanizing
coatings [26].
4. Summary and conclusions
This study revealed the important influence of stripping and cooling atmospheres during the hotdip galvanizing process on surface properties, microstructure, adhesion and localized corrosion of Zinc
galvanized (Z) and Zn-Al-Mg galvanized (ZM) steel substrates.
Air and nitrogen atmospheres affect surface composition and microstructure. Z(air) surface shows
smaller grains and non-uniform distribution of aluminium/oxygen, which is located preferably in grain
boundaries. These have a significant more positive Volta potential difference with respect to the bulk zinc
grains. Z(N2) sample has bigger grains and a more uniform aluminium and oxygen distribution in the
metallic matrix. Though, grain boundaries zones in Z(N2) also show high Volta potential difference
between the grain boundaries and bulk matrix. VPD level on Z(air) sample is higher than on Z(N2) one.
This difference has been attributed to a thicker oxide film on Z(air) surface versus Z(N2) one and effect
of high temperature oxidation.
Air and nitrogen atmospheres do not produce any significant change on the microstructure of ZM
coatings unlike for Z ones. However, SKPFM and SKP measurements clearly show that ZM(air) sample
has lower VPD level than ZM(N2). This tendency is opposite to what was observed with Z samples. The
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lower VPD potential of ZM(air) surface can be explained by the presence of MgO which shifts VPD to
the cathodic direction. Oppositely, ZM(N2) sample has a higher VPD which can be associated to the
contribution from the higher density of OH groups on its surface.
Peel test studies have showed an improved adhesion of ZM(N2) to adhesive and a slight increase
in adhesion on Z(N2) samples in comparison to the respective air-treated samples. The increase in
adhesive strength has been attributed to a thinner oxide film and to the presence of hydroxyl groups on
the surface. Overall, the results demonstrate that the processing conditions and surface composition play a
major role in improving the adhesion between a galvanized surface and an epoxy-amine based adhesive.
It is suggested that the galvanizing process involving nitrogen atmosphere is better for adhesion strength
between the galvanizing coatings and the organic adhesive layer.
It has been shown that the atmosphere does not affect general corrosion activity of Z and ZM
alloys. Both Z samples show higher cathodic activity and corrosion rate than ZM samples as was
demonstrated by DC polarisation.
The stripping atmospheres did not significantly affect localized corrosion of Z and ZM samples.
Both Z samples demonstrate preferential corrosion attack initiated at grain boundaries. The possibility of
such behavior has been suggested by the SKPFM analysis indicating a substantial VPD difference in such
zones. Unlike for Z coatings, ZM coatings demonstrate a more homogeneous attack. However there is a
clear evidence that binary eutectic (MgZn2 phase) may exhibit the preferential dissolution. Moreover, ZM
samples surface shows the depletion of Mg and growth of Al signals, suggesting the preferential Mg and
Zn dissolution. Judging by the microstructural and elemental analysis after short immersion tests ZM
samples present the enhanced resistance to local attacks on metallic matrix compared to Z samples.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. High resolution elemental spectra of a) C 1s, b) O 1s, c) Zn 2p and d) Al 2p of the Z(N2)
sample and e) Mg 2p of the ZM(N2) sample.
Figure 2. SEM micrographs and EDS maps of Al and O elements acquired on Z(air) (a,b,c) and
Z(N2) (d,e,f) sample surfaces.
Figure 3. SEM micrographs and EDS maps of Al/Mg and O elements acquired on ZM(air) (a,b,c)
and ZM(N2) (d,e,f) samples surface.
Figure 4. AFM (a,c,e,g) and SKPFM maps (b,d,f,h) of Z(air), (a, b), Z(N2) (c, d), ZM(air) (e, f)
and ZM(N2) (g, h).
Figure 5. Scanning Kelvin Probe potentials of Z and ZM specimens prepared under air and N2
atmospheres.
Figure 6. Peel forces measured on different substrates coated with adhesive layers.
Figure 7. OCP evolution (a) during immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution; representative DC
polarisation curves (b) acquired on Z and ZM samples after 0.5 h immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution.
Figure 8. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on Z(air) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
Figure 9. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on Z(N2) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
Figure 10. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on ZM(air) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
Figure 11. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on ZM(N2) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
Figure 12. SEM and EDS analysis of Z(air) sample surface after 2h corrosion. The square
corresponds to the area presented in Figure 8.
Figure 13. SEM and EDS analysis of ZM(air) sample surface after 2h corrosion. The square
corresponds to an area presented in Figure 10.
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Figures

Figure 1. High resolution elemental spectra of a) C 1s, b) O 1s, c) Zn 2p and d) Al 2p of the Z(N2) sample
and e) Mg 2p of the ZM(N2) sample.
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs and EDS maps of Al and O elements acquired on Z(air) (a,b,c) and Z(N2)
(d,e,f) sample surfaces.
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs and EDS maps of Al/Mg and O elements acquired on ZM(air) (a,b,c) and
ZM(N2) (d,e,f) samples surface.
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Figure 4. AFM (a,c,e,g) and SKPFM maps (b,d,f,h) of Z(air), (a, b), Z(N2) (c, d), ZM(air) (e, f) and
ZM(N2) (g, h).
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Figure 5. Scanning Kelvin Probe potentials of Z and ZM specimens prepared under air and N2
atmospheres.
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Figure 6. Peel forces measured on different substrates coated with adhesive layers.
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Figure 7. OCP evolution (a) during immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution; representative DC polarisation
curves (b) acquired on Z and ZM samples after 0.5 h immersion in 5 mM NaCl solution.
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Figure 8. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on Z(air) sample during immersion in
5 mM NaCl.
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Figure 9. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on Z(N2) sample during immersion
in 5 mM NaCl.
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Figure 10. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on ZM(air) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
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Figure 11. AFM maps (a,b,c) and surface optical picture (d) obtained on ZM(N2) sample during
immersion in 5 mM NaCl.
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Figure 12. SEM and EDS analysis of Z(air) sample surface after 2h corrosion. The square corresponds to
the area presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 13. SEM and EDS analysis of ZM(air) sample surface after 2h corrosion. The square corresponds
to an area presented in Figure 10.
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